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Starting with an image Photoshop is fairly easy to use. You can start by opening an image that's already been created. For example, let's assume that you have a photograph of your garden at a wonderful sunset time. The image may be a Microsoft Paint (.mps) file, JPG file, or TIFF file. 1. If you have the image open in a program on your computer, click on the File menu and
choose Open or Open Recent (Windows) or Recent (Mac OS). If you don't have the image open, then take a moment to save a copy. See the steps in Figure 3-1. 2. Choose the Open option from the File menu, and Photoshop opens the image, allowing you to see the image on your computer monitor. If you don't see the image, you're probably looking in the wrong place.
Depending on your monitor resolution, the image may appear small or too large for your purposes. To resize the image, either choose Image/Image Size (Image Size) from the menu or click the plus sign next to the Size menu in the main menu bar. Your screen should show a dialog box that helps you select a size. You can also manually set the size by dragging a rectangle on
the image and typing a value. 3. If you have an image open and you're working in Photoshop for the first time, you may not see the paint tools available when you create a new document. To see the brushes, choose View/Show Brush Settings, as shown in Figure 3-2. You can also access this feature by choosing Image/New/Open Brush Settings from the menu bar. Figure 3-1
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RELATED LINK: The Ultimate Guide to Adobe Photoshop Alternatives Programming Python has a long history of being used to produce graphics, sound, animation, video, and basically any kind of simulation. In this post, we will dive into Python for beginners and provide some tutorials to get you started. It's a powerful tool that can help you be your own graphic designer.
Getting Python (Step by Step) The best way to get started with Python is to download and install it. If you already have it installed, you can skip this step. 1. Download Python You can download Python from anywhere, but I suggest using PyCharm as it is a powerful IDE/editor and is the best choice for Python development. Use my Python tutorial to learn how to use
PyCharm. 2. Install Python After you have downloaded Python, open the Python window (in PyCharm). 3. Install the py_modules There are two types of modules that you need to install: the library ( Python 3, the one in the image below) and the interactive interpreter (Python 2). 4. Install setup.py This is a simple setup script that allows you to install Python programs on your
computer. Type: python -m pip install -U setuptools If it says it has been installed, you are all set. If you are not sure how to install Python programs, please refer to my Python tutorial. 5. Use the pip package manager pip is the Python package manager and you should use it to install packages. Open up a Terminal window (Mac: Applications > Utilities > Terminal; Windows:
Program Files > Accessories > Terminal). Type: pip --version If it returns the version of pip, you are good to go. Type pip install [PROGRAM NAME] to install a program. For example, type: pip install numpy Type pip freeze to see what you have installed, and pip list to see what you want to install. Creating Visual Programming I call it visual programming because it usually
involves drawing lines, circles, squares and so on. There are many different methods for visual programming. Visual programming can be done with: Algebraic expressions Math expressions Graphical expressions Functional programming The following tutorials will focus on functional 05a79cecff
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Battle of Katsura The was fought between forces under the command of the Uesugi clan and the Ouchi clan during the Sengoku period of Japanese history. It took place in the town of Katsura, in present-day Katsura, Miyamae District, Hyōgo Prefecture, Japan. Ouchi castle is located about 32 km west of modern Osaka, in present-day Takatsuki city, with a distance of about
32 km east to Katsura. Ouchi clan invaded Katsura castle on the night of 1 August 1446, after it was besieged for nearly a month by the supporters of the Uesugi clan. Uesugi clan used mainly firearms against the Ouchi clan. The castle was set on fire by Uesugi clan's arquebus masters. The Ouchi clan was defeated in the battle. On the following day, the Uesugi clan entered
the castle and burnt down the rest of the castle. References Katsura 1446 Katsura Category:Battles in Hyōgo Prefecture Category:1440s in Japan Category:Yamanouchi, Hyōgo// This file is part of Eigen, a lightweight C++ template library // for linear algebra. // // Copyright (C) 2009 Gael Guennebaud // // This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla //
Public License v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed // with this file, You can obtain one at #ifndef EIGEN_STACKOREMATERIAL_H #define EIGEN_STACKOREMATERIAL_H namespace Eigen { /** \ingroup SparseCore_Module * \class StackStorage * * \brief A specilaized storage to use in the stack * * \param ParentThe type of the parent SparseMatrix
*/ template class StackStorage { private: enum { ALLOCATION_YSIZE = ParentType::YSize }; enum { ALLOCATION_XSIZE = ParentType::XSize };
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Barrie Baptist Church and Cemetery Barrie Baptist Church and Cemetery, also known as West View Baptist Church, is a historic Baptist church located at Barrie, Ontario County, New York. It was built in 1907, and is a one-story, rectangular, reinforced concrete building with a gable roof, measuring 18 feet by 50 feet. It features a false front belfry and entrance. It was added
to the National Register of Historic Places in 2010. References Category:Baptist churches in New York (state) Category:Churches on the National Register of Historic Places in New York (state) Category:Cemeteries on the National Register of Historic Places in New York (state) Category:Churches completed in 1907 Category:20th-century Baptist churches in the United
States Category:Churches in Ontario County, New York Category:National Register of Historic Places in Ontario County, New YorkQ: Regex - Extract numbers from a string I'd like to extract a specific group of numbers from a string using a regex. Here's what I'm trying to do: Input: var mystring = "60: 10, 12, 13, 15, 44, 45, 5, 4, 3, 1, -12"; Output: var numbers = 10, 12,
13, 15, 44, 45, 5, 4, 3, 1, -12 I was thinking something along the lines of: /(\d+):(\d+)/g But that didn't seem to work. A: The (\d+):(\d+) is trying to match a number and a colon. That's not what you want. You also have the issue that the g modifier on a regular expression is for an entire regex, not for a single match. You should use the + quantifier instead. However, that won't
work for me either. In JavaScript, you can use "string literals" (things you put on one line) to make your string: /\d+: (\d+)/g (note the g modifier on the string literal regex). In PHP, you can use string delimiters to make your string: /(\d+): (\d+)/g If you want the same thing in both languages, you can use
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